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Abstract

Purpose of this study: This article aims to analyze the characteristics of the ideal political office, the political office that triggers opportunities for corruption, and the role of political office in preventing and eradicating corruption in state institutions.

Methodology: This study used the literature review method with a qualitative approach to analyze various issues related to political office and corruption in Indonesia’s state institutions.

Main findings: The researcher found that the ideal political office was oriented on the progress of the State and the welfare of the people, and all were developed from parties with transparent political recruitment patterns. On the other hand, political offices in government institutions trigger opportunities for corruption. However, the political office can also be the most effective tool in preventing and eradicating corruption in developing countries.

Applications of this study: This research is useful for leaders in making decisions on corruption eradication policies and as initial information in determining officials in government.

Novelty/Originality of this study: The novelty of this research lies in the researcher's perspective in seeing corruption, which can be prevented and eradicated through political office.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, the election contestation in Indonesia has been tainted by the problem of alleged corruption, in the form of political corruption (Sjafrina, 2019). Political corruption, from an institutional perspective, is interpreted as an act which deviates from the formal duties of a public role for private financial gain or personal wealth (private, close family) or groups, in certain ways that are considered to violate applicable regulations. Political corruption has an impact on the stability of the State because these actions violate the rules and drain the wealth of the State (Diamsyah, 2009; Suherry, 2017).

In more detail, political corruption can take the form of bribe to shorten the length of procedures and queues of public services, supervision of public bureaucracy, increase the power of economic sectors, public officials imagery, buying votes to maintain political party power, nepotism or patronage to get certain jobs, financing political parties and obtaining votes for potential public officials. To eradicate political corruption it is necessary to formulate a law on political party finance and campaign funding so that a transparent and accountable political party finance and campaign funding system is realized (Setiadi, 2018).

Based on Indonesian corruption watch data from 2010 – 2017, there were 215 of the heads of a region that were caught in corruption cases (Pradano, 2018). Corruptions were carried out in the forms of project budget extortion, bribery on budgets ratification, corruption on the procurement of goods and services, licensing bribery, and bribery on case handling. The positions mostly entangled in corruption cases were 130 regent cases, 42 mayor cases, 18 deputy regent cases, 16 governor cases, seven deputy mayor cases, and two deputy governor cases (Indonesian Corruption Watch, 2018).

Until now, corruption is still a very crucial problem in Indonesia (Bhakti & Djuhahri, 2017; Sulastri, 2012). The issue particularly worrying is the existence of corruption among public officials who are entrusted for running the government. Therefore, the initiative to eradicate corruption is the most urgent thing to do for the progress of the nation. Corruption is a common enemy of the Indonesian people, but complex problems often hinder the eradication of corruption. Corruption cases that entangle politicians and even public officials who are chosen by the people are already familiar to the public (Atnan, 2014; Setiadi, 2018).

Previous studies showed that the characteristics of heads of regions who were proxied by those affiliated with parties indicate committing corruption in capital expenditure (Yusup & Aryani, 2015). Besides, another study conducted by Atnan (2014) stated that corruption cases that occurred in Indonesia mostly involved legislatures elected by-election. Therefore, the data released by Soegeng Sarjadi Syndicate (SSS) resulted in a survey in 2012 that placed the People’s Representative Council or DPR (47%) as the most corrupt institution. Furthermore, intense competition in the elections in the executive and legislative seats triggered serious problems of criminal acts of corruption, ranging from budget...
extortion, business license provision, position buying, and selling, to bribery on the winning of election disputes (Adelina, 2019). Alkostar (2009) states that politics is associated with corruption, someone who behaves politically makes an effort to maintain and extend power by abusing power and there is a need for a socio-political order. The ways related to the abuse of power are an indication of political corruption which can eliminate the people's strategic right to live properly and kill their future hopes. Meanwhile, according to Astuti (2013), political corruption is related to systemic corruption. This corruption prioritizes the politicization of positions through corruption to make a person have a higher position or position so that it is untouchable by applicable law (Rasvid & Marta, 2020). Besides, this corruption involves some law enforcement officials such as the police, prosecutors, and judges, and even justice in the Supreme Court.

The study aims to highlight the phenomenon of corruption in State institutions, where positions in these institutions are obtained through political channels or in other words is determined as political offices. Political office is a position that is obtained through a political process (election) which is held every five years. The fact is that the institutions occupied by the winners in the election contestation tend to commit acts of corruption. The real fact of the entanglement of public officials is influenced by the system of recruitment of officials in government institutions which is more concerned with popularity and not capabilities. Furthermore, this study also examines the reason for corruption cases incidence related to political offices in state institutions. Then, researchers try to provide ideas in improving the electoral system and the recruitment model of the political elite to create political offices that make an effort for the welfare of the people and develop the state institutions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Political office

Political offices in public administration are public officials selected from an election or local election. Political offices are positions generated by the political process, for example, the Governor, the Deputy Governor, the President/Vice President, and the Ministers. Political offices include executive positions, legislative positions, and judicial positions (Nora, 2014).

Legislative power is a form of a political office that has a crucial function in approving, choosing, giving consideration, and proposing state officials. Besides, legislative power has the functions of legislation, budgeting, and controlling (Hadi, 2013). This function is a determining factor for the progress of the State. Someone who wants a position in government institutions, especially in legislative institutions, must use political channels (Putra, 2008). The political path can be found in parties endorsed by the government. The party functions to recruit cadres with political recruitment. According to Aji, Asy’ari, & A.L.W (2016), political recruitment is a social and political process to occupy a position in political office, thus this political recruitment is also a process of building a political career. Political recruitment and political office have a close relationship. In other words, someone who wishes to occupy a political position must go through a political recruitment process carried out by a political party (Imansyah, 2012; Rosana, 1999). Therefore, political parties have a very strategic position in recruiting candidates who will fill political positions in state institutions.

Corruption

The explanation of corruption in the body of government seemed never to vanish to be discussed. Corruption is inherent in all levels of the government and the activities of the government (Setiyono, 2017). In general, corruption is expressed as behaviour in misusing public office, power, or resources for personal and group interests (Rose-Ackerman, 1978). According to Luo (1997), corruption is related to the exchange of transactions carried out in a short time, and there is no moral term in corruption, only amorality is known. Besides, the legal aspect of the practice of corruption always crashes into all existing rules. Corruption is behaviour that deviates from formal duties for the benefit of individuals and groups. Besides, corrupt behaviour can endanger the public interest (Friedrich, 1966). It is also confirmed by Azra (2002), who explains that corruption is an “illicit or illegal activity” intended to gain personal or group benefits.

Corruption behaviour is an extraordinary crime because it can slowly threaten and damage the government, which is causing the bankruptcy of a government (Sulastri, 2012). Corruption distinguished into three forms of ‘white’ corruption, ‘grey’ corruption, and ‘black’ corruption. White corruption deals with nepotism, meaning that this corruption occurs during employee recruitment. Meanwhile, gray corruption deals with joint corruption in the interests of business improvement or employee welfare. Black corruption deals with corruption to enrich some people and their groups (He, 2000). Other forms of corruption are conveyed by Underkuffler (2009) who classifies corruption in four ways, namely: (1) Corruption as the Violation of Law, (2) Corruption as the Breach of Duty, (3) Corruption as Betrayal and Secrecy, and (4) Corruption as Inequality. Meanwhile, the classification of corruption according to Sanusi (2009), includes four kinds: First, shortcut corruption namely corruption carried out by individuals in the form of weakening the regulations that bind their businesses. Second, corruption-tribute. This emphasizes the payment of tributes made by individuals to the party, the group that is credited with winning himself in the election. Third, contract-corruption. In this part of corruption, an official has a contract with the entrepreneur to give the tender without having to go through the auction. Fourth, corruption-extortion as the security guarantees corruption given by certain groups to be the continuity of his position.
In practice, corruption is caused by four things according to GONE theory including G = Greek, O = Opportunity, N = Need (human impulse to meet their needs), E = Exposure (action when corruptors are arrested) (Friedman, 1975). The GONE theory explains that human greed can lead to acts of corruption, especially when individuals have the opportunity, namely as officials. Then the high impulse of life needs is dominated by individual desires, namely the nature of greed. This is the cause of individual acts of corruption and must be responsible for his actions in prison.

The results of a study conducted by the World Bank related to corruption assessment in understanding and improving governance. There are six indicators of corruption in government including (1) voice and accountability, (2) political stability, (3) government effectiveness, (4) regulatory quality, (5) the rule of law, and (6) control of corruption (Bhargava & Bolongaita, 2004).

**Corruption Prevention**

A person's crime of action is the result of imitation of an act of evil that occurs in the community. Therefore, efforts to prevent and raise awareness of corruption must be made among the public and politicians (Muallifin, 2015). Corruption prevention is a system used to avoid, prevent, and eradicate corruption within an institution (Bhakti & Djuhari, 2017). In implementing the process of preventing corruption the leaders must have the ability and courage to make policies since corruption occurs in an organization is usually systematic and conducted jointly (Muallifin, 2015). Therefore, a leader must not be selective in judging the perpetrators of corruption, especially in government institutions.

Bhargava & Bolongaita (2004) states that the anticipation of corruption in a country can be done by pillars of actions as follows: (1) Carrying out public services with an effective and transparent development system, (2) providing legal protection on anti-bribery actions, and carrying out a system of integrity in carrying out tasks. And (3) provide active support for public involvement. Meanwhile, Arvis & Berenbeim (2003) stated the concept of anticipating acts of corruption in China namely by avoiding large projects by minimizing the number of large projects so that they become small and many. “If it is a small project you can’t ask for a big bribe. All you can afford is a good dinner in a nice restaurant. . . Going for small things is a good way to protect yourself.”

If leaders want to prevent corruption in their institutions, political leaders can adopt three kinds of official policies to eradicate, at least decrease the number of corruption. First, change policies that encourage people or provide opportunities for corruption. Second, restructure the payroll structure and other material incentives that apply to administrative-bureaucratic institutions and other political institutions. Third, reform legal institutions to create, enforce the law, and strengthen the rule of law (Azra, 2002).

**METHODOLOGY**

This study discussed the potentials for political offices in state institutions, which have the opportunity to commit acts of corruption. In parsing the topic, a qualitative approach that relies on inquiry, discovery, depiction, explanation of privileges, and the quality of unexplained social influences is used to explain the phenomenon of political office and corruption in Indonesia (Creswell, 2013). Furthermore, the method applied in this article is a literature review (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). The use of a literature review is considered appropriate in analysing the phenomenon of political office and corruption in state institutions in Indonesia because it is equipped with detailed and systematic description data. The literature review data used is historical, both descriptive and analytic. The data is sourced from secondary data in the form of books, newspapers, national and international journals.

**RESULT & DISCUSSION**

Corruption is a social phenomenon that is difficult to eradicate because it has entrenched the government bureaucracy and private companies in this country (Marta & Eliyana, 2019; Sulastri, 2012). In Asia, especially in developing countries, corruption is a governance problem that is often faced (Corolina, 2012). Many high-ranking government officials are involved in corruption scandals aimed at enriching themselves and their groups. However, public awareness about the effects of corruption has been widely carried out by the public, and as a result, corruptors must be careful in carrying out acts of corruption (Bhargava & Bolongaita, 2004).

In the last few decades, corruption cases in Indonesia have increased (Sulastri, 2012). Corruption cases handled by the Corruption Eradication Commission showed as if there was a chain of corruption that occurred in state institutions (Bhakti & Djuhari, 2017). According to Suherry (2017), the factors as the main causes of corrupt behaviour include economic demands, environmental influences, weak law enforcement, and lack of anti-corruption socialization in the community. Besides, Atman (2014) states that thriving corruption in the regions is inseparable from the problems of the systems, both the government/political system and the legal system. Problems with the government system are related to the executive and legislative role of the region, especially regarding unprofessional budgeting, many tricks, and budgeting that tends to be closed.

Besides, the recruitment mechanism of legislative members also becomes a problem since the standards set in political recruitment have not been transparent and are below the ideal size standards for prospective members (Riyadh U.B & Sukmana, 2015). The implementation of political recruitment must be transparent and more concerned with the skills possessed by individuals, not just looking at the popularity and financial ability. Besides, the recruitment process is the
development of individual careers in occupying political offices in government institutions that must pass through the selection of social processes (Aji et al., 2016). Therefore, it is necessary to perform the right recruitment pattern in producing political officials who can make an effort for the welfare of the people. According to Adlin (2011), at least four things can affect the implementation of the recruitment of prospective legislative officials in the body of the party including (1) political system, party system, and an electoral system that describe the opportunities of candidates in the political market space in the country; (2) internal party recruitment process, especially in making and implementing legislative candidate selection rules; (3) Candidates who offer to participate in the election (supply), relate to the level of motivation and political capital they have; (4) Requests of the group of policymakers (demands of gatekeepers) such as party members, voters, party leaders, and party donors have a major contribution in determining legislative candidates. Furthermore, prospective officials who will occupy political offices in parliament should have the following leadership criteria: (1) have a strong personality, (2) have a background and social position associated with self-motivation, (3) Have a mature social position, and (4) Referred to a credible institution or party (Schwartz, 1969). These characteristics are the conditions in creating leaders of public officials who can serve and advance the State of Indonesia.

On the other hand, political offices have the potential to be involved in corruption practices within government institutions. The concept is explained by Friedman (1975) that the practice of corruption may occur because of four factors, the theory is known by the term GONE: First, G=Greek where a corruptor has the inside nature to own resources so that his life can be worthy for the family and social environment. Second, O=Opportunity. Sometimes a good person commits an act of corruption, but due to corruption is carried out jointly by his group, he is involved in circumstances and deviant actions that can harm himself and his country. Third, Need, which is a human impulse to meet short-term and long-term needs that can simplify their lives and groups. Fourth, E=Exposure which is an act if corruptors are arrested after they commit acts of corruption. From this concept, it can be explained that greed, opportunity, needs can cause people to commit acts of corruption (Muallifin, 2015). The opportunity for a person in political office to commit acts of corruption is vast. Executive institutions are government executives who have the power to manage resources with the potential to commit acts of corruption. Likewise, with legislative institutions as people's representatives in parliament which also have many opportunities to commit corruption because their central function is to make decisions on funds to be used by executive institutions (Sulastri, 2012).

A study conducted by Diasyah (2009) stated that the institution with the most potential for corruption was the legislative institution. It is also supported by Atnan (2014), who evidenced that corruption cases that occurred in Indonesia mostly involved legislators who were elected through an election. This indicated that the characteristics of regional heads or legislators affiliated with parties indicated to commit acts of corruption (Yusup & Aryani, 2015). Therefore, Sumaryanto (2019) states that corruption in all government institutions namely legislative, executive, and judiciary in Indonesia has become a culture and must be eradicated immediately. Besides, a study conducted by Kurniadi (2017) stated that approximately 60 percent of corruption cases handled by the Indonesian republic's police force was related to the use of State Budget (APBN) or Local Government Budget (APBD) budgets and the most entangled institution was the legislative institution.

Based on GONE theory and the results of previous studies, the legislative and executive institutions have the potential to carry out acts of corruption (Sulastri, 2012). The legislative and executive institutions are the spearhead of the State and have expansive and important powers in building the country to become more advanced (Hadi, 2013). The potential for corruption that can be seen is the potential in Indonesia's financial and resource management. Finance is the power of the State, if corruptors corrupt finances in these institutions, the State will go bankrupt (Setiadi, 2018). Legislative, executive, and judicial institutions must work together to eradicate corruption in Indonesia.

Corruption has become a culture in several communities, especially in several governments. Therefore, eradicating corruption requires a joint commitment of all parties (Alfagi, Habibi, & Rapita, 2017; Bhakti & Diauari, 2017). The government must work with its power to eradicate corruption, at least decrease the number of corruption. According to Hamzah (2017), there are three basic steps in eradicating corruption in Indonesia, including (1) Synchronization of Laws and Law Enforcement; (2) Bureaucracy Reformation; (3) Welfare for HR. Meanwhile, according to Setiadi (2018), efforts to eradicate corruption including designing and reorganizing public services, strengthening transparency, supervision, and sanctions, increasing the empowerment of supporting tools in preventing corruption. Meanwhile, if you look at Pacific countries, they use the efforts of (1) Carrying out public services with an effective and transparent development system, (2) Providing legal protection on anti-bribery actions, and carrying out a system of integrity in carrying out tasks. (3) Provide active support for public involvement (Bhargava & Bolongaita, 2004).

Besides, a study conducted by He (2000) held in China explained the right way to prevent corruption that occurred by making economic improvements, political improvements, and improvements in the administrative system. Meanwhile, a study conducted by Michelman, MacArthur, & Shea (2011) showed the prevention efforts to eradicate corruption in China were performed by internal supervision, operational transparency, and holistic approach in understanding the significant risks. Furthermore, the study conducted by Abu-Shanab, Harb, & Al-Zoubi (2013) explained the ways to
prevent corruption in government institutions by using the electronic system. This electronic operating system was evidenced to minimize the incidence of corruption in government institutions.

Based on several theories and study results, the anti-corruption system in Indonesia can be implemented with an approach to political office that becomes the milestone of government executors in Indonesia namely in the legislative (Atnan, 2014), executive (Yusup & Aryani, 2015), and judicial institutions (Kurniadi, 2017). The existing pattern of corruption prevention in Indonesia uses the following steps: First, The expansion of economic reform. The first way to preventing corruption is to expand economic reforms in government to prevent thriving the development of corruption. In economic reform, the leaders try to improve the economic system to create economic advancement. An advanced economy can prevent a person from committing corruption because the State has met all his needs. Second, progressive political reform towards democracy. The second way to prevent corruption is progressive political reform towards democracy as the right way to prevent corruption in State institutions. Political reform means making improvements to the political system in the party so that it can organize a transparent, fair, and legal democratic party. Third, extensive administrative reforms. The third way to prevent corruption is by carrying out extensive administrative reforms. Administrative reforms are intended to shorten long administrative channels with the potential of acts of corruption. Fourth, reinventing and preventing anti-corruption institutions. The fourth way in eradicating corruption is the development and improvement of the anti-corruption institution. The institution should be independent so that it can audit government institutions in carrying out their functions. Fifth, anti-corruption campaigns. Conducting anti-corruption campaigns in various social and government activities is the most effective way to prevent corruption. The campaign serves as a reminder that corrupt behaviour can harm others and themselves. Sixth, the deployment of smart technology. The use of smart technology in government can prevent deviant practices that can harm the State. Technology plays a role in controlling the entry and exit of finance in the organization. By using technology, organizations can develop patterns of corruption prevention effectively and efficiently. Seventh, moral education. The pattern of preventing corruption through the political office is the most appropriate because political officials control government institutions (Diansyah, 2009; Setiadi, 2018; Suherry, 2017). If political officials have a strong commitment to eradicating corruption in Indonesia, Indonesia will be free from deviant practices that can harm the country. The leaders of legislative, executive, and judiciary institutions have strong opportunities to change and improve Indonesia into a developed country.

CONCLUSION

Finally, this study provides answers that the ideal political office in Indonesia is a political office that oriented on the progress of the State and the welfare of the people of Indonesia. Thus, one of the responsibilities that must be carried out by the State in improving political office is to improve the pattern of recruitment of political offices in the parties, so that officials who occupy political offices have a strong tendency to make positive changes to the institutions where they serve (Aji et al., 2016; Riyadh U.B & Sukmana, 2015; Schwartz, 1969).

Besides, this study also explains that political office in government institutions is indicated to have the opportunity for corruption (Bhakti & Djuahir, 2017; Sulastri, 2012). It is due to the career paths through the political office that is most vulnerable to corruption, especially in the executive and legislative institutions (Bhakti & Djuahir, 2017). These institutions have very high political costs. To be able to become a government official one must spend enormous funds in the campaign to win himself in the election (Sjafrina, 2019).

Political office and corruption showed a close relationship, especially in efforts to prevent and eradicate corruption from the macro-level of the organization (Corolina, 2012). To prevent corruption in developing countries, the State must intervene in improving political offices in State institutions from the legislative, executive, and judiciary (Diansyah, 2009; Setiadi, 2018; Suherry, 2017). Political offices are strategic positions that have the opportunity to eradicate corruption. In essence, the eradication of corruption must start from political officials, because political officials occupy strategic positions in state institutions. The joint commitment of political officials is the most powerful tool in preventing and eradicating corruption. Legislative institutions occupied by political officials and leaders in the executive must always develop an integrated system to develop the country and make an effort for the welfare of the people of Indonesia.

LIMITATION AND STUDY FORWARD

There were three limitations in this study. First, the researcher did not broadly explain the most effective political recruitment in occupying political offices in parliament. Second, a detailed explanation of prevention mechanisms had not been revealed in this article. Third, this study was limited to a literature review that had not explored the aspect of in-depth interviews with political actors in parliament during data collection.

Further studies are expected to complement the limitations of this research by focusing more on the recruitment mechanism of political party members who are the wheels in the General Election. Besides, future researchers are also expected to explain in detail the methods of preventing corruption in State institutions. Corruption prevention must be
described in the form of a systematic model. Furthermore, to strengthen the research methods, future researchers are expected to use an in-depth interview approach to parties involved in State institutions.
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